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Productive.

You can depend on a Watson
rathole rig every time it’s on the job.
No matter the soil conditions, our high power, direct
rotary meets the challenge. Watson has the fastest cycle
time in/out of the hole of any rig out there.

• 60’ to 160’ drill depths

• High volume or high pressure air drilling

• Truck or crawler mount to meet
your mobilization needs

economy, understanding and navigating
the Bakken Million Milestone is vast and
general, yet specific. 

“This was a very cold winter, even for
North Dakota standards,” Neset said.
“Moving rigs is hard to do in the cold. A
lot of trucks were disabled on the roads,
and even the coal industry was finding
frost lines in places they had never seen
before.”

Despite the Bakken’s three months of
slower motion, it is still producing
enough oil to be one of the two major
plays in the United States. According to
EIA’s recently released December 2013
Petroleum Supply Monthly, U.S. crude oil
production gains were geographically
concentrated in Texas and North Dakota,
which together accounted for 83 percent
of U.S. production growth. Neset is
confident the million barrel milestone

will be met, just not sure exactly when
that date will be. 

“We will hit that mark, just not when we
originally thought,” Neset said. “The
milestone time frame estimates were
based on previous numbers.”

Neset continued saying the importance
of the million barrel milestone is that
“it’s significant as a milestone on the
record books, but it also speaks to the
significance of the Bakken as a world
class play.”  The most recent information
reported by the Department of Mineral
Resources, cited the Bakken produced an
average of 933,128 bopd in January. The
preliminary figure is an increase of more
than 6,400 bopd over December’s final
number. 

According to the EIA’s Short-Term
Outlook, the Bakken region’s newly
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The new Sanford Health Clinic in Dickinson, seen in November 2013, is rising up out of a
muddy construction site like so much else in this oil patch town. Construction was
expected to finish months earlier than originally planned.

Despite the Bakken’s three months of
slower motion, it is still producing

enough oil to be one of the two
major plays in the United States.


